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Overview
We welcome submissions from thought leaders and scholars at all levels, from medical
students to medical residents, established physicians, and non-physicians. Essays may
be as short as several lines to as many as dozens of pages. Contributions may be
written as poetry or prose, fiction or non-fiction. Categories include essays, creative
writing and poems. The only requirement is that they touch on blood in ways that help
us understand its place in medicine and society. We encourage creativity. Work should
be written with minimal jargon and be comprehensible to clinicians, public health
professionals, medical educators and educated non-physicians.
All submissions will be reviewed, wherever possible, by the Editor-in-Chief (Charles
Bardes), William Aird, and - if necessary - another qualified member of the TAB
Advisory Board.
If you are interested in submitting an piece, we encourage you to send us a short email
(Charles Bardes, Clbardes@med.cornell.edu or Bill Aird, waird@thebloodproject.com)
before a full submission that explains what you want to write about, why it’s
interesting, and how it will shed light on the blood.
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Submission
Manuscripts (including references, figure legends and simple tables) should be
submitted initially in .pdf, .doc, .docx or .rtf formats as attachments on the Get in Touch
page.
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Format
Title page
The title page should be free from jargon and intelligible to non-specialists. Full names
(given name, middle initial if used and family name) must be provided for all authors,
together with their institutional affiliations (with full postal addresses). Authors and
their affiliations should be linked by superscript Arabic numerals. The name, address,
telephone and email address of the corresponding author, and the email addresses of
all other authors, should be listed. Try to keep title less than title of 60 characters
(including spaces). Please add the word count of the text of the article and the numbers
of tables and figures.
Lay summary
Where appropriate, a lay summary should clearly summarize the focus and findings of
the article for non-expert readers. The lay summary should be no longer than 50 words.
It should not contain citations or undefined abbreviations.
Text
Depending on the format of the essay, clarify early on why your topic is important by
opening the paragraph with a connection to a major issue; by the end of the paragraph,
state what new insight or progress can be experienced by reading further. Depending
on the format of the essay, consider using subtitles to structure your topic and mark
your progress through it.
Funding and conflicts of interest
Acknowledge relevant funding sources and disclose any affiliations or potential conflicts
of interest.
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One line bio
For example: "Charles Bardes is a physician who practices internal medicine at Weill
Cornell Medical College in New York."
Acknowledgements
This section should be used to acknowledge individuals or organizations who have
assisted in development of the essay in ways that do not qualify them for authorship,
for example colleagues who have reviewed the essay or editors who have helped refine
it.
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Looking forward to hearing from you!
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